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Abstract: SuperDARN is an extensive array of radars located in both the northern and 

southern Auroral regions. The array has been used to study plasma convection in the 

high-latitude ionosphere. Recent study shows that it can also be used to observe the 

characteristics o f the high latitude mesosphere-lower-thermosphere (MLT) region. In this 

region, noise-like echoes, which show totally different properties from the E or F region 

irregularities, were paid particular interest in recent studies. The echoes are considered to 

be due to scatter from meteor trails. In this thesis, an algorithm was designed to extract 

meteor echoes from the SuperDARN data. The extracted data were then used to 

determine the time series of the zonal and meridian neutral wind. From the time series, 

various wave modes have been identified and seasonal behavior of those wave modes 

were studied.
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1 Introduction
The SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) coherent HF radars are 

important tools for the study o f ionospheric convection. The types o f scatter that are 

most often studied are scatter from E-region and F-region ionospheric irregularities 

and ground scatter reflected from the ionosphere. There is another distinctively 

different type o f scatter, which is observed at altitude below ionosphere region. This 

region is called MLT (mesosphere-lower-thermosphere). Recent studies have shown 

that these echoes are due to scattering from meteor trails. This meteor scatter has a 

noise-like appearance since the echo intensity varies greatly from one range bin to the 

next and from one sample period to the next. Although meteor scatter intensity looks 

irregular, the Doppler velocity o f these echoes provides measurement o f the neutral 

wind in this region. We will see how wind properties are obtained by radar techniques 

and how they are explained.

In this thesis, data obtained by six SuperDARN radars in the Northern 

Hemisphere from January 1, 1996 to January 10, 1997 were analyzed to determine 

the characteristics o f the neutral winds in the meteor region. Before presenting the 

wind analysis, instrumentation used in the analysis is described and comparisons are 

made between different kinds of radar echoes. An algorithm is developed to pick the 

meteor data out of whole data sets based upon a 1998 data set. The algorithm is 

proved to be successful to apply to 1996 data sets as well. Next, the signal analysis 

techniques applied to the selected meteor scatter data are presented. The semidiurnal, 

diurnal tides and 2-day planetary wave properties are fully discussed and seasonal 

wave variations in the meteor region are carefully examined and compared. This 

thesis concludes with a discussion about the recent studies o f MLT region winds.
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2 Foundations

2.1 Structure of atmosphere

The atmosphere consists of stratified layers that are categorized by their thermal 

structure. From the Earth's surface up to about 10km, temperature decreases almost 

linearly with altitude. This layer is known as the troposphere. Above the tropopause 

to an altitude of about 50km, there is a region where temperature first remains 

constant and then increases with altitude. This layer is called stratosphere and is 

characterized by ozone heating resulting from absorption of solar UV. Above the 

stratopause at about 50km, temperature again decreases with altitude. In this so-called 

mesosphere region, convective motions and radiative processes are more important 

than the absorption of the solar heating since ozone heating diminishes at this region. 

Meteor trails form in this region. Above the mesopause at about 85km, temperature 

increases steadily. This region is called the thermosphere. A small fraction of the 

atoms and molecules in the thermosphere become ionized by ultraviolet light from the 

sun. This ionized component occupies the same altitudes as the thermosphere and is 

called the ionosphere.

The region between the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere, where 

backscatters from meteor trails are observed, is the focus of this study.

2.2 Tides and planetary waves

2.2.1 Governing Equations

The dynamic equations governing the motions of the atmosphere in the MLT 

region are generally nonlinear and contain dissipative terms. To simplify the 

mathematical analysis, we assume that the background atmosphere is horizontally 

stratified. Then the linearized equations for perturbations on a spherical isothermal 

atmosphere are [Holton, 1975]:
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buoyancy frequency squared =Kg / H

angular velocity of Earth

basic state density oc e z ̂
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Rayleigh friction constant 
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acceleration due to gravity

constant scale height = 7.5km (corresponding to 7'0=256K) 

time

Assuming that perturbations consist of longitudinally propagating waves of 

zonal wave number s and frequency cr:
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{u,v,w,(p} = {m,v, H ',0}exp[i(jA-or)] Equation 5

The zonal wave number gives the number of maxima of the sinusoidal 

oscillation in longitude. Positive values for a  stand for eastward propagating waves. 

Substituting equation (5) into the previous four equations eliminates derivatives with 

respect to t and A , and <f> can be solved separately in terms of 6 and z as

Where { 0 „ } is an orthogonal set. The thermal excitation can be expanded in 

the following form:

Eastward velocity u and northward velocity v can also be expressed in terms of 

0„ and Gn.n n

As a consequence of separation, the equations governing atmosphere 

perturbations are now formulated in terms of an eigenfunction eigenvalue problem as 

follow:

0 = X  Q n(.9)Gn(z) Equation 6

Equation 7
n

Equation 8

Where a 2 = kH/ hn- 1 / 4 .  Gn = Gnp'0/2N  '. The Solution to the equation is:

G„ ~ Aeiax + Be-iax Equation 9

For F (jc) = 0, the solution is

G n ~ e {K~xl2)x Equation 10

The above equation implies

Equation 11
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This free solution corresponds to a resonant response of the atmosphere. This 

solution implies that energy ( p 0u2) decreases while horizontal velocity and other

waves increase exponentially with altitude. These waves are called "Lamb" waves. 

When F (x)*■ 0, there exists two possible forced solutions. The first is when

a 2< 0
-\cx\x„ -  e Equation 12

Waves are confined to the region of excitation in this solution.

The second is when a 2>0 so the solution is a radiation wave like this:

G - i a x
n~  £  Equation 13

2.2.2 Tides

Tides are forced atmospheric waves analogous to the gravitational tides of the 

oceans. In the oceans, the gravitational attractions of the sun and moon cause the 

ocean level to rise on the sides closest to the sun and moon and to lower on the sides 

away from the sun and moon. The total ocean tide is the superposition of the effects 

from the sun and the moon and is modified from day to day as the moon orbits the 

earth. Atmospheric tides are primarily due to the heating of the atmosphere, which is 

due almost exclusively to the sun. Light from the sun is absorbed by the atmospheric 

constituents. The heated air then expands, thus causing flow away from the region of 

heating. The altitude at which the energy is absorbed most efficiently is determined 

by the atmospheric composition and in turn determines the flow pattern. The 

processes that determine the absorption of solar energy in the atmosphere and the 

resulting flow are extremely complex and a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of 

this thesis. In the following paragraphs, however, the equations of atmospheric 

dynamics are presented and discussed briefly. For a more detailed presentation of the 

equation, see one of the numerous papers on atmospheric dynamics [Forbes, 1987].



Solar radiation is absorbed by tropospheric water vapor ( ), stratospheric

ozone ( 0 3), and the main constituent in the lower thermosphere ( 0 2 and N 2). In the

MLT region that most concerns us, there is less thermal excitation. The variation in 

absorption of the solar radiation is the main contribution to the tides that are sub 

harmonics of a solar day (24-hour, 12-hour, 8-hour, 6-hour etc). Each tide has its 

height-latitude distribution. We will find later, while we study data from 6 differently 

located radar stations, that there might exist longitude dependence on each tide.

Semidiurnal propagating waves dominate tides near mesopause at high latitude; 

the diumal tide is weak at high latitudes greater than 40° since there is relatively less 

in-situ heating. Close to equator, the diumal tide maximizes while the semidiurnal 

tides are relatively small (Forbes, 1987). Cases at middle and high latitude will be 

studied in this thesis.
SUN

6
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2.2.3 Planetary waves

Planetary waves have much longer periods than atmospheric tides; usually they 

range from 2 to 20 days or even longer. They appear to be the relatively slow 

background flow of tides. In-situ generation of a planetary wave in the MLT region is 

possibly due to solar radiation or Joule heating variations, or the periodic filtering of 

gravity waves from the lower atmosphere or depositing heat and momentum from the 

upper atmosphere [Forbes, 1987]. Baroclinic instability in the summer mesosphere is 

possibly another source of traveling planetary waves, at least for the quasi-two-day 

wave [Plumb, 1983].

2.3 Three important parameters of the radar scatter data

Doppler velocity, power and spectrum width are the most important parameters 

in the radar data analysis. To have a better understanding of those three parameters, a 

brief interpretation follows.

The power property can be used to show the meteor phenomena (Hall et al, 

[1997]). Meteor radar usually uses the SNR to determine the detection of meteor 

scatter. As the meteor passes through the atmosphere, the radar signals are back 

scattered by the trail of ionization left in its wake. If the electron density is sufficient to 

reflect the radar signal totally, it is said to be overdense. Otherwise it is classified as 

underdense. It can be shown that for the underdense meteor echoes, the power P 

decays exponentially as the radius of the trail increases due to diffusion:

- 1
P(t) = P0 exp(--- ) Equation 14

T

Where the decay time constant x is given by

A2 „  • icT = ----------- Equation 15
32k  D

D is the diffusion coefficient in square meters per second and A is the wavelength 

of the transmitted signal.



The time constant t  is estimated to be about 0.6s or less with a wavelength of 

25m. It is much less than the 6-s integration period of the SuperDARN but longer than 

the 40ms of pulse duration. Received power is measured in decibels above the noise 

power. An unnormalized complex autocorrelation function is calculated for each of the 

sixty pulse sequences and then averaged to give an averaged autocorrelation for the 

specific range bin and specific period. Based on this autocorrelation function, the 

average power is given by the zero lag of the average autocorrelation function.

The Doppler velocity is estimated from the slope of the phase.

i/ A d<j)
v radial ~  ~ ~    Equation 16in  at

Because the collision frequency between the meteor trail ions and the neutral 

atmosphere is so high, the meteor ions are forced to move with the neutral gas. Hence, 

the measured Doppler velocity is considered to be the same as the line-of-sight 

velocity of the meteor wind. Finally, the spectral width is estimated from the 

Lorentzian or Gaussian that best fits the data, or it can be calculated with the following 

equation for the underdense case:

Av = -----  Equation 17
4/tt

Where Av is the spectrum width, X is the wavelength and t  is the decay time 

constant.

For the overdense case, the above equation is no longer valid. The spectmm 

width can be obtained by curve fitting to the autocorrelation function of the power. 

Because of the long duration of the overdense scatter, we would expect very narrow 

spectrum width. However, data from overdense meteor echo should be discarded since 

the phase is distorted by reflection from multiple points due to long-duration. Thus the 

Doppler velocity cannot be correctly measured.



2.4 Characteristics of different scatters
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2.4.1 Ionosphere scatter

The ionosphere is the ionized layer of the upper atmosphere extending from 

roughly 60km to 1000km altitude. The amount of ionization in this layer is largely 

controlled by the ultraviolet illumination of the ionosphere by the sun. The coherent 

structured echoes in the radar data are due to the backscatter from plasma 

irregularities in the E and F regions. E and F region echoes are not strongly 

influenced by the neutral winds because of the low density of the neutral atmosphere. 

Neutral gas influences the ion and electron motion through collisions. As the neutral 

gas density decreases exponentially with altitude, so too does the frequency of 

collisions between ions, electrons and the neutral particles. Because of the lack of 

influence of the neutral motion on the E and F region plasma irregularities, scatter 

from these irregularities provides a direct measure of the electric fields imposed from 

space onto the upper atmosphere.

The characteristics of ionospheric scatter radar data are different from those of 

meteor scatter. Ionospheric scatter is highly variable over periods of several minutes 

and longer. Often the data will change from a complete absence of scatter to scatter 

covering a significant fraction of the radar field of view within seconds. When 

present, however, ionospheric scatter data are coherent from scan to scan and over 

large spatial areas.

2.4.2 Meteor scatter

By observing the plot of the radar scatter, we can find that there is a region that 

has persistent noise-like scatter, regardless of the time of day, the season, or the radar 

frequency. This can be explained by meteor phenomena. As a meteor enters this 

region and begins to bum, it leaves behind a trail of ionization. The radar receives the 

backscatter from the meteor trail, and the backscatter shows up in the low region of 

the scatter plot. Meteors occur during the entire day and appear in any plot over the

RASMUSON LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA FAIRBANKS



entire year. Since the ionization varies from day to day, we will see sparsely or 

densely located scatter in this region.

The relation between slant angle r, the arrival angle e and the altitude h is as 

following

r = [(R + h) R COS £] ” *i?sin£ Equation 18

Where R is the Earth radius. However, due to the lack of the information about 

the electron density, exact height can’t be estimated.

Andre et al. showed that at a height of 95 km, data were best fitted in phase, 

suggesting that the average altitude of the meteor scatter is about 95km. Studies by G. 

E. Hall also showed that meteor scatter was coming from an altitude of 94 ± 3km, and 

it is stated that the SNR is proportional to due to the relatively small decay time 

constant r . But z decreases with height. So, for a particular SNR threshold, P0 is

larger for greater heights. This means that SuperDARN observes a smaller fraction of 

the meteor scatter at greater height.

2.4.3 Ground scatter

When a radar ray reaches an altitude where the electron plasma frequency is 

higher than the radar frequency, it is reflected and goes back to the ground. Part of the 

energy in the ray that strikes the ground is scattered back in the direction of the 

incoming ray and is received by the radar. This type of scatter is classified as ground 

scatter. It has the characteristics of narrow spectrum width and low Doppler velocity. 

In this thesis, it is assumed that velocity of the ground scatter is less than 20m/s and 

the spectrum width is less than 20m/s. This criterion is used to eliminate the ground 

scatter in the meteor region.

2.5 Instrumentation

The operation of the SuperDARN radars has been described in many papers 

[e.g., Greenwald et al, 1995]. Here, a brief description is given as an introduction. 

Table 1 is a summary of the major specifications of the system. The network consists

10



of 14 stations, where 9 stations are located in the northern hemisphere and 5 stations 

in the southern hemisphere. In our analysis, we made use of data sets from six radar 

stations, which are located in the northern hemisphere. Their locations are Goose 

Bay, Lab radar, Kapuskasing, Ontario, Saskatoon, Saskatdewan, Stokkseyri, Iceland, 

Iceland East, Finland, respectively. See Figure 2 for the locations of those stations on 

the map in the northern hemisphere and Table 2 for detailed locations of radar 

stations studied in this thesis. Each of the stations covers about 5 acres and consists of 

a main array of 16 log-periodic antennas and an interferometer array of 4 antennas, 

which is used to measure the arrival angle. The interferometer array is located about 

100m either behind or in front of the main array. The antenna beams can be steered in 

16 different directions. The horizontal beam width of each station is about 3.25°, thus 

the scan covers a range of ±26° from the array normal direction. In normal operation, 

the radar transmits pulses for about 7s in each of the beam directions. A multi-pulse 

pulse pattern is transmitted and the autocorrelation function of the return signal is 

calculated. About 70 autocorrelation functions are calculated and then averaged for 

the measurement of the specific range bin and beam. A complete scan of 16 beams is 

about 120s or 2 minutes. The range resolution is usually about 45km. The received 

signals are sampled at 75 range bins, which extend from 180km to 3550km. The main 

array is used to determine the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the received signal. 

The Doppler velocity and power are calculated from a multi parameter fit to the ACF. 

The interferometer array can be used to calculate the cross correlation, and thus the 

phase difference of the two arrays can be derived.

11
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Table 1 Basic specifications of SuperDARN

Radar type Pulsed HF radar

Antenna of each radar 16 log-periodic antennas in a row pointing poleward

Operating frequency range ~8-20MHz

Beam width (horizontal direction) 3.25°

Beam width (vertical direction) 30°

Peak power lOkW

Pulse width 200-300|is

Number of range bin 75

Range resolution 45km

Number of beam direction 16

Table 2 List of SuperDARN radars in northern hemisphere

ID Station Name Location

G Goose Bay, Canada 53.32 N, 60.46 W

K Kapuskasing, Canada 49.39 N, 82.32 W

T Saskatoon, Canada 52.16 N, 106.53 W

W Stokkseyri, Iceland 63.86 N, 22.02 W

E Pykkvybaer (Cutlass), Iceland 63.86 N, 19.20 W

F Hankasalmi (Cutlass), Finland 62.32 N, 26.61 E
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Figure 2 Northern hemisphere SuperDARN radars 

Operational radars are shown in yellow, radars under development are shown in green. 

T: Saskatoon, K: Kapuskasing,G: Goose Bay, W: Stokkseyri, E: Iceland East, F: Finland, 

B: Prince George, A: Kodiak, C: King Salmon
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3 Separating the meteor scatter from other scatters

3.1 A glance at the radar scatters

To begin our analysis of the meteor data, the meteor scatter must be separated 

from the other types of scatter. A good start is the range-time-parameter plot shown in 

Figure 3. It shows the power, Doppler velocity and the spectrum width of the radar 

scatter on December 13, 1998. It is a plot of a typical day. On this day, the 

backscatter from the ionosphere was quite strong during 10-22 UT in the range bins 

higher than the 15th range bin while it was rather weak during the night (about 22- 

23UT and 0-9UT). Obviously, as stated in the previous section about characteristics 

of the ionosphere, the data are quite coherent in time and space. The ground scatter is 

plotted in gray color and is distributed in both the upper thermosphere and the lower 

mesosphere region. Since it is characterized by both low Doppler velocity and narrow 

spectrum width, it can be easily eliminated. The signal of interest lies in the low range 

bins corresponding to about 180-600 km slant range. The scatter from this region 

shows quasi-random variation from one integration period to the next and from one 

range bin to the next. This is quite different from the upper ionospheric region in 

which scatter tends to be continuous over several integration periods and several 

successive ranges. The quasi-random scatter exists throughout the entire 24 hours and 

reaches the higher range bin during the time interval 5-10 UT. This quasi-random 

scatter is called meteor scatter.

We will see from a detailed analysis that the data, which are between 18-20UT 

at the lower range gates with much higher velocities, may not reflect the neutral wind 

and will be discarded by simply setting a velocity threshold. Another interesting point 

is that there is a transition region during 2-21UT that lies between the meteor region 

and the ionospheric region where little radar scatter is received. Intuition suggests that 

we may use this "blank" region to distinguish the meteor region from the upper 

ionosphere region. The problem with this potential method is that E region scatter 

occurring at lower range bins during 22UT-23UT and 0UT-2UT are merged with the
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meteor region. But careful examination on the figure will reveal that there does exist 

a gap although it is not that apparent. A properly designed algorithm will solve this 

problem, as will be shown in the following paragraphs.
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ICELAND EAST RANG E-TIME-PARAMETER PLOT 
BEAM: 10 DATE 12/13/98
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Figure 3 Power, velocity, and width of the radar scatters Vs time and range bin 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Beam 10, Date: 12/13/1998)



3.2 Problems in separating the meteor region

From Figure 3, it is clear that the meteor scatter lies in the low range bins with 

comparatively larger deviation in both time and range. We can also observe that there 

is a distinct gap between the ionosphere scatter and the meteor scatter for the universal 

time between 2UT to 21 UT. It is apparently not easy to draw a line between the two 

for the periods 0-2UT and 21-24UT. Besides, the threshold seems to vary from one 

integration period to the next. So, an adaptive way should be found to separate the 

meteor scatter.

The first step is to find a threshold line to separate the meteor region and upper 

ionosphere region. This is followed by the histogram analysis of the characteristics of 

the meteor scatter, ionosphere scatter and ground scatter. With those characteristics, 

the process can be refined to get the desired meteor scatter.

Figure 3 shows that the plots for power, velocity and width share the same shape, 

so intuitively it is enough to use only one of the plots to figure out the threshold. The 

plot of velocity is selected since it is the most important parameter of concern.

There may be many different ways to obtain the threshold depending on which 

characteristics are used. However, there is a simple way to find the threshold. It is 

apparent that there exists a blank region between the meteor region and the ionosphere 

region during most of the day. In the database, the blank data are marked by a large 

positive number which is much greater than the real velocity. The blanks in a window 

can be counted to determine whether the central point of the sliding window is in the 

region between the ionospheric and meteor region. Figure 4 illustrates that a window 

of specific size is used to slide along the time axis to find the range bin threshold for 

each sampling period.

17
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Universal Time (0-24)

Figure 4 Sliding window for finding the range bin threshold

To find the range bin threshold at a specific sampling time, slide the window 

from range bin 1 to bin 25 (It is a good assumption that meteor scatter lies below the 

25th range bin). The mean velocity of the sliding window can be used to calculate the 

blank ratio since the useful velocity is rather small compared with the large blank data. 

So, the mean velocity is calculated and is compared with a threshold to determine how 

many "blank" data there are in the window. Starting with the low blank ratio data in 

the low meteor scatter region, slide the window to upper range bins. If the blank data 

ratio in the window increases to some extent, the threshold may be found.

Sometimes, in the low range bin region, the scatter is sparsely located and the 

threshold may not initially be found since the blank ratio is very low. In this case, 

simply reverse the direction of searching and start from range bin 25 and move toward 

range bin 1. In this case, the range threshold is obtained when the blank ratio drops 

below the specified value.

Another problem happens when we have the meteor scatter region merged into 

the upper ionosphere region. For instance, in Figure 3, from OUT to 2UT and from 

22UT to 24UT, the meteor scatter connects to the upper E region. The program used 

solved this difficulty adequately.
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3.3 Procedures for separating the meteor region

3.3.1 Determination of the sliding-window size

Vel ( m / e )

iG  ro u n d

Figure 5 Finding range threshold with a 7*7 window 

(The blank ratio is set to be 0.5, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3) 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Beam 10, Date: 12/13/1998, tstep=3,rstep=3)

Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison in using different sliding window size (the 

sizes are 7*7,3*3 respectively). These two figures show that the size o f the window is 

not so critical in finding the threshold. Therefore, a seven-by-seven window is 

selected throughout this experiment.
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Figure 6 Finding range threshold with a 3*3 window 

(The blank ratio is set to be 0.5, the window size is 3*3 for the same data as in Figure 3)

3.3.2 Determination of the mean velocity threshold
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Figure 7 Finding range threshold with a blank ratio of 0.8 

(The blank ratio is set to be 0.8, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)
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Figure 8 Finding range threshold with a blank ratio of 0.2 

(The blank ratio is set to be 0.2, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)

Comparing Figures 7 and 8, it is observed that when the blank ratio is set as low 

as 0.2, some minute data points are lost at the edge of the meteor region during 2UT- 

10UT. Apparently, the edge of the E region scatters is included. The reason for this is 

that searching failed to find the threshold starting from the lowest range bin since at 

the lowest range bin the blank ratio was found to be higher than 0.2. Then, searching 

starts from the 25th range bin toward the lower range bins to locate where the blank 

ratio increases above 0.2. This criterion is satisfied at the edge of the E region and a 

false threshold is given. On the other hand, when the blank ratio is set as high as 0.8, 

minute data at the edge o f the meteor region are kept. However, at the period between 

0-2UT, the E region falls upon the upper edge o f the meteor region, and the threshold 

cannot be found since no region was found to have a blank ratio greater than 0.8 from 

0 to 25 range bins. In order to make use o f the advantages of setting the blank ratio to 

different values, in the next experiment the blank ratio is set to decrease automatically



from 80% to 20% until the range threshold is found. Figure 9 shows the meteor 

scatter using the adaptive blank ratio. Careful comparison of Figure 3(b) and Figure 9 

reveals that the method works quite well, even where the E region and the meteor 

region are almost connected during the interval between OUT to 2UT. Data points at 

the edge of the meteor region are also kept.
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Figure 9 Adaptive selection of the blank ratio 

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)

3.3.3 Histogram of the meteor scatter parameters

At this point, a fairly good boundary between the meteor scatter and the 

ionosphere scatter has been obtained. However, some techniques can be used to 

further improve the boundary and find the desired information about the meteor 

scatter. First consider the histogram of the data in the meteor scatter region.

Let Ft = the value of element i,0 < i < n. Let H v = result o f histogram. Then the 

definition of the histogram function becomes:
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n - 1
H v =  l P ( F „ v )  , v = 0,1,2,...,

j'=0

A/ax — A/m
Binsize

P(Fi ,v) =
\l,v<  (Fi -  Min) / Binsize < v +1

0, otherwise

Equation 19

Equation 20

Figure 10 is the histogram of the velocity of the station Iceland East for 

December 13, 1998. It can be seen clearly that most of the data points are within 80 

m/s although scatters exist with larger velocities. For meteor data taken from different 

days, histograms with very similar shape will be observed. Therefore, 80m/s is a 

reasonable threshold for the meteor wind velocity.

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 10 Histogram of the velocity of the meteor scatter 

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)

Figure 11 is the histogram of the power of the meteor scatter on the same day. 

Most of the data points are within 50dB.
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Power(dB)

Figure 11 Histogram of the power of the meteor scatter 

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)

Figure 12 is the histogram of the spectral width of the meteor scatter for the 

same day under discussion. For satisfactory accuracy, meteor scatter, including 

ground scatter contained in the meteor scatter region, is considered to have velocity 

less than 80m/s and width less than lOOm/s.

Power distribution is similar to that of both ionospheric and ground scatter, and 

it depends on the plasma density and can be fairly large, so it cannot be used as a 

criterion to separate the meteor wind data.
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Spectrum Width (m /s)

Figure 12 Histogram of the width of the meteor scatter

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, the window size is 7*7 for the same data as in Figure 3)

3.3.4 Purification of the meteor data with the above conclusion

Figure 13 shows the purified picture of the meteor scatter region, using the 

statistical criterion established in the previous section

3.3.5 Further improvement of the range threshold

At some points, the threshold is found to vary too rapidly or cannot be found at 

all. In this case, some useful data points will probably be lost. To improve this 

situation, the ratio of changing in the neighboring sampling period can be limited. By 

setting the maximum changing ratio to be 0.30, in Figure 14, a fairly good threshold 

line is found with more useful data points saved.
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Figure 13 Improved meteor scatter plot 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Beam 10, Date: 12/13/1998)

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, tstep=3,rstep=3,velocity<80,width<100)
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Figure 14 Improved meteor scatter Plot with threshold shown 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Beam 10, Date: 12/13/1998)

(The blank ratio is chosen adaptively, tstep=3,rstep=3,velocity<80,width<100)



3.3.6 Consideration of standard deviation

Meteor scatter usually shows large standard deviations both in the sampling time 

and space. Sometimes, ionospheric E-region data fall into the lower range bins but 

they can be distinguished from meteor scatter since they demonstrate continuity 

instead of large deviation. They should be eliminated from the meteor scatter. By the 

method used, such scatter can be successfully deleted without setting a specific 

standard deviation threshold in time domain or in space for the sliding window. 

Usually data showing continuity in time series have the same characteristic in space 

domain. Counting blanks in the specific size window is therefore intrinsically 

equivalent to considering the deviation in the time domain. Thus it is unnecessary to 

set standard deviation threshold to further improve this process. Figure 15 is a good 

example to prove the above discussion.

Apparently, the data shown at universal time from OUT to 2UT and from 22UT 

to 24UT at range bins about 5-15 are not meteor scatter. It is clearly shown that this 

method used to find the meteor scatter region is sufficient without further 

consideration of deviation threshold.
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Figure 15 Illustration of eliminating data with small deviation 

(Station: KAPUSKASING, Beam 5, Date: 12/12/1998)



4 Decomposition of line-of-sight velocity into vector velocity
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4.1 The way to find the vector velocity

The method of the decomposition of the Doppler velocity into vector velocity 

has been developed by W.A.Bristow[1999]. A brief summary of this method follows. 

The basic assumptions are that the velocity of the neutral wind is uniform over the 

area covered by sixteen beams of each radar, and the Doppler velocity that the radar 

detects reflects the neutral wind in the meteor region. The following equation 

explains the relationship between the measured line-of-sight Doppler velocity and the 

actual neutral wind velocity:

v, =  v • et =  vncos 0( + ve sin 0, Equation 21

Where v(- is the measured line-of-sight velocity component along beam ,

e, is the unit vector along beam i , 

v is the actual wind velocity vector, v„ is its meridian component and v,, is its 

zonal component.

Apparently, since there are only two unsolved variables in the above equation, 

the wind velocity can be solved with only two sets of data. But since there is noise in 

the measurements, it is better to apply the least square fitting techniques to all the 

sixteen-beam directions. The above equation can be rewritten in its matrix 

representation as follow

1
••

1

1 I

cos0o sin0o

cos015 sin015

Equation 22
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4.2 Solution of the linear equation using SVD

Singular value decomposition (SVD) methods are based on the following 

theorem. Any MxN matrix A whose number of rows M is greater than or equal to its 

number of columns N, can be written as the product of an MxN column-orthogonal 

matrix U, an NxN diagonal matrix W with positive or zero elements (the singular 

values), and the transpose of an NxN orthogonal matrix V. (Numerical Recipes in C: 

The Art of Scientific Computing (Second Edition))

f  \ /  \

A - U

\ ) \ )
\

w,

W\

Vr Equation 23

The matrices U and V are each orthogonal in their columns.

U r  U  =  V T V  Equation 24

SVD can also be carried out when M<N, in which case the singular values Wj

for j= M + l.. .N are all zero, and the corresponding columns of U are also zero.

For the NxN square matrix A, we have

A = V '(1 / Wj )]• U Equation 25

The condition number of a matrix is defined as the ratio of the largest of the

Wj 's to the smallest of the W j 's. A matrix is called singular if the condition number is

infinite, and ill conditioned if the number is large.

For the a set of simultaneous equations

A • X =  b Equation 26

Where A is a square matrix, and b and x are vectors. If A is singular, then there 

is a so-called nullspace, which is the subspace of x that maps to zero, • 0 .

There is also a subspace of b called range that can be "reached" by A. SVD explicitly 

provides the orthonormal bases for the nullspace and range of a matrix. The columns



of U whose same-numbered elements Wj are nonzero are an orthonormal set of basis

vectors that span the range while the columns of V whose same-numbered elements 

Wj are zero are an orthonormal basis for the nullspace.

In the case when A is singular, more than one solution exists since any vector in 

the nullspace can be added to x in any combination. If a particular member of the

solutions is desired as representative, the one with the smallest length |x|2 can be

chosen. The solution for those simultaneous equations is as following

X — V • [diag(1 / Wj )]• U• b Equation 27

It can be written as

m U .-b i i
x  =  ^ (  )^(i) i  + • • •  +  KyV/) Equation 28

«=1 W, VVj WM

If any singular value Wj is zero or very small, the reciprocal in the above

equation should be set to zero instead of infinity. This is equivalent to throwing away 

the combination of equations that is highly corrupted by round-off errors.

Even in the case where b is not in the range of matrix A, a solution x can also be

given to minimize |A- x  — b\in the least square sense. For the case when there are

more equations than unknowns, we can find the least-square solution to the 

overdetermined set of linear equations.

Figure 16 is a test of fitting for July 1, 1996 of station (Cutlass), Iceland. The x- 

axis of the plot is the angle of the beam in radians. The diamonds are the 1-hour 

average line-of-sight Doppler velocities of beams 0-16 from left to right, while the 

curves are the fitted value for each beam using the above equation. Equal weights are 

assigned to the data from each beam. The plots in this figure are the fittings for the 

time from 0 UT to 23 UT respectively. Data taken during 0-16UT show more 

consistency while data covering later hours show more random characteristics in 

space. The profile in the range-time-parameter bin velocity plot reveals that data from
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the earlier part of the day are more densely detected than they are in the later hours. 

This is true for almost every day in the data set. Thus the vector velocity derived from 

the data during this period is more reliable and introduces less error than the data 

derived from the rest of the hours. In general, the SVD fitting technique provides us a 

good estimation of the vector velocity.

Figure 17 is the decomposed vector velocity for the station ICELAND EAST 

during the period August 7-15, 1996. The first two plots are the northward and the 

eastward components of the neutral wind velocity respectively, while the bottom one 

is the square root of the sum of two components squared which stands for the 

magnitude of the decomposed velocity. It is quite obvious from the magnitude 

velocity plot that the velocities during this period have a very strong semidiurnal 

component. A diumal component is also obvious in the last three days. Another 

observation is that the diumal average velocity maximum happened in the morning 

for seven out of a total of nine days (August 8 and August 11 are the exceptions). It 

agrees with the observation by both the SuperDARN and meteor scatter radars (Hall 

ET AL [1997]) that diumal maximum of the meteor winds usually happen in the 

morning. Fourier transform techniques will be used to continue studying this period 

in the following chapter.
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Figure 16 Least square fitting for obtaining the vector velocity of the meteor scatter 

(Date: July, 1,1996, Station: ICELAND EAST)
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N o rth -so u th  Com ponent of the wind velocity

Station: ICELAND EAST Period: (from 960807 to 960815)

E a st-W est Com ponent of the wind velocity

Station: ICELAND EAST Period: (from 960807 to 960815)

Magnitude of the wind velocity

Station: ICELAND EAST Period: (from 960807 to 960815) 

Figure 17 Decomposition of line-of-sight velocity into vector velocity

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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5 Spectrum analysis of the wave modes

5.1 Two basic methods

Apparently the velocity of the meteor wind is a power signal. For deterministic 

power signals there are two ways to calculated the power spectrum:

Method (1) Find the Fourier transform and find the magnitude squared. This 

gives the power spectrum.

V ( k )  =  —  j2jmk!N Equation 29
N  n=o 

G vv ( k ) =1 V ( k ) I2 Equation 30

The time series over the interval of the sampling period can be constructed if the 

signal is properly sampled.

Method (2): Find the autocorrelation function and take the Fourier transform. 

This gives the spectrum directly. For random signals, it is better to use the second 

method since it is more meaningful and more robust when applied to unevenly 

sampled data.

I N - \
rvv(T) =  —  £ v ( n ) v ( n - T )  Equation 31

N  n= 0

G vv ( k )  =  - j -  rvv( r ) e ~ j2nTk,N Equation 32
N  n=0

Although more robust, however, this representation has less information that the 

Fourier series, since the unique time function cannot be directly reconstructed from 

the power spectrum.
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5.2 Fourier analysis

Figure 18 is the spectrum of the zonal wind velocity by Fourier transform for 

the same period and same station as in Figure 17. The diamonds shown in the figure 

from left to right are corresponding to 7.76, 12.19, 16.00, 25.60 and 64.00 hours wave 

mode, respectively. Tides are clearly seen except in the 2-day wave, which is 

overwhelmed by the peak around 64 hours.

Spectrum of Meteor Wind Ve locity(East— West)

Period in Hour 

Figure 18 Fourier transform of the zonal wind velocity 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)

Digital filters can be implemented to extract a frequency of interest or remove 

undesired frequency components (noise) from a sampled signal. Two broad classes of 

filters are Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Moving Average (MA) filters, and 

Infinite Impulse Response (HR) or Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) filters.

A FIR filter can be implemented non-recursively by convolving its impulse 

response with the time sequence it is filtering. It is somewhat simpler than an Infinite
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Impulse Response (HR) filter, which contains one or more feedback terms and must 

be implemented with difference equations or some other recursive technique.

In this experiment, the objective is to extract a specific wave mode in the 

meteor winds. Normally it is desired to extract the specified wave under observation 

without any other wave modes included. This demands a filter with a wide main lobe 

in the pass band and great attenuation in the stop band. The filter used is a FIR filter 

based on Kaiser's window, which in turn is based on the modified Bessel function. 

The Kaiser filter is nearly optimum in the sense of having the largest energy in the 

main lobe for a given peak-side-lobe-level, which is just what is desired. Figure 19(a) 

is the frequency response of the FIR band pass filter used in this experiment. The 

period corresponding to the central frequency is set to be 12.19 hours while the low 

cutoff frequency is chosen to have 14.19 hours. The low and high cutoff frequencies 

are set to be symmetric around the central frequency. As we expected, it shows flat 

response with OdB attenuation in the pass band while it provides more than 60dB 

attenuation in the stop band.

Figure 19(b) is the bandpass filtered signal in the frequency domain of the zonal 

wind component for the same period as Figure 18 while Figure 20(b) is the time 

series of the filtered signal. As implied in the spectrum, the 12-hour component is 

fairly strong and can be clearly seen even in the unfiltered time series in Figure 20(a). 

The filtered 12-hour mode is modulated by the lower frequency corresponding to the 

64-hour wave mode shown in the spectrum. The reason for this is that the band pass 

filter includes another peak at 10.24 hours, which is shown in Figure 19(b). The 

corresponding frequency of this peak is exactly the sum of the frequency of 12.19 

hours tide and the 64 hours planetary wave. A comparison is made in Table 3 to show 

the periods of each wave mode contained in the meridian and the zonal components. 

The major wave modes show very high congruence in both components. Except for 

the 24-hour tide, the 256-hour, 64-hour wave, the 16-hour, 7.758-hour match exactly 

while other small peaks around those major tides that do not match exactly with their 

counterparts might be the product of the nonlinear interaction between tide and
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planetary wave or between different tides. Peaks with a period of less than 6 hours 

show up at quite different frequencies and no coherence is observed between those 

peaks and major tides. Generally we classify those wave modes as gravity waves. 

This agrees with G.E. Hall et al’s conclusion that there is a comparatively weak 

correlation between the semidiurnal tide and the high frequency gravity waves. The 

interaction between tides and planetary waves will be discussed in more detail in 

chapter 8.

Table 3 Comparison of the wave-mode periods for zonal and meridian components

North-south (hour) East-west (hour)

256.000 256.000

64.0000 64.0000

23.2727 25.6000

16.0000 16.0000

12.1905 12.1905

7.75758 7.75758
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Spectrum of Band Pass Filter

Period in Hour

Filtered Spectrum  of Meteor Wind V e loc ity (Ea st-W e st)

Period in Hour

Figure 19 (a) Frequency response of the band pass filter (b) band pass filtered signal 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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Figure 20 (a) Zonal velocity (b) band pass filtered signal 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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5.3 Power spectrum density analysis

The same data set used in Figure 18 is analyzed by the power spectrum method 

in Figure 21. Part (a) is the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the data and part (b) is 

the Fourier transform of the ACF that stands for the power spectrum density. From 

part (a), the dominant 12-hour tide is clearly seen and it is reflected in the power 

spectrum plot in part (b) where a high peak shows up around the frequency 

corresponding to a 12-hour period. Another peak, which is less than half the 

amplitude of the 12-hour mode, shows up at about a 24-hour period. As expected 

from the theorem, when the data in Figure 18 are squared, they are exactly the same 

as they are in Figure21 (b). This suggests that the noise-like meteor data are not really 

random and contain waves and tides combined.

Figure 22 is the power spectrum of the meridian component of the same data 

set. Like the one in the zonal component, it shows two dominant wave modes. Also 

shown in this figure is another distinguished peak around 64 hours. This peak 

contains comparatively large power since it covers periods from about 40 to 80 hours. 

It is obvious from the filtered data in Figure 20 (b) that the 12-hour mode is 

modulated by wave modes with longer period. Details of different wave modes will 

be explored in later discussion.

Power spectrum density provides a more robust way of determining the 

dominant oscillation modes. The apparent advantage of this method relative to 

Fourier transform analysis is that evenly spaced data are not required and the method 

can tolerate missing data. This is extremely useful since a complete set of data is not 

available in our analysis because some data are missing due to different problems. On 

the other hand, the Fourier transform is quite important to our analysis since filtered 

time series can be easily observed.
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Figure 21 (a) Autocorrelation of the zonal velocity (b) Power spectrum of the zonal velocity 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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Figure 22 (a) Autocorrelation of the meridian velocity (b) Power spectrum of the meridian velocity 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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6 Decomposition of data into different wave modes
Fourier transform and autocorrelation functions are very useful tools to see 

waves contained in the raw data. Another popular method in physics is to use fitting 

techniques. This approach is intrinsically similar to Fourier series expansion and a 

comparison of the two methods will appear in later paragraphs. The description of 

this method follows.

First, the time series of the meteor vector velocity are fitted with a function with 

the following form:

Where m is the mean velocity, N is the total number of wave modes assumed, 

A, and Bi are the amplitudes of the sine and the cosine component of each wave 

mode.

The main wave mode component of the meteor wind velocity is assumed to 

have periods of 8, 12, 16, 24, 48 hours respectively, which is consistent with many 

observations made by other authors studying this region. For the fitting, a sliding 

window of specific size is used. To get a satisfactory result, the size of the sliding 

window should be longer than the longest period but cannot be chosen to be too long 

because of the finite duration of the waves. In this experiment, the sliding window 

was chosen to be three days, which is 50% longer than the longest period of the wave 

mode to be observed. Again, singular value decomposition was used to solve the 

amplitude. The phase of the signal is automatically contained in the two amplitudes 

for each wave mode.

Figure 23 (a) and (b) represent the decomposition of the meridian and zonal 

wind velocities of the five wave modes for the same period and same station as in 

Figure 17. As suggested by the power spectrum density analysis in Figure 21, the 

zonal component is dominated by the 12-hour tide. Its amplitude is persistent in the

N

Equation 33
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observed period and is greater than any other wave component during August 7 to 13. 

The peak around August 14 is strongly suggested by the contour of the time series of 

the zonal component in Figure 20(b).

As a comparison, the 24-hour tide is the second strongest shown in the zonal 

wind, which exhibits slightly greater amplitude than the 12-hour mode in the last 2 

days and reaches its highest amplitude at about 13m/s on August 14. It shows 

different behavior in zonal and meridian directions. The meridian 24-hour tide 

reaches its first peak around August 8 followed by a minimum around August 11 

while the zonal 24-hour wave displays an increase in its amplitude throughout this 

period until August 14.
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Day (from 960807 to 960815), Station: ICELAND EAST

Day (from 960807 to 960815), Station: ICELAND EAST

Figure 23 (a) Decomposition the meridian velocity to different wave modes (b) The same process for
the zonal velocity

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)
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Another interesting comparison can be made between the fitted and the band- 

pass-filtered signal. Figure 20 (b) is the time series of the band pass data. Two peaks 

occur on August 9 and 14, respectively; they match roughly the days when peaks 

occur in Figure 23(b). The trends are congruent with each other but the amplitudes do 

not match exactly although they are very close. The reason behind this is that the 

band pass filter we use includes frequency ranges corresponding to the period from 

10.68 hours to 14.19 hours. In the fitting method, the components are simplified to 

be five modes, or in other words, the frequency components are limited to those five 

frequencies. So the fitting method is an approximation to the Fourier analysis method; 

it does make sense since those five wave modes are generally the major components. 

In order to observe the wave amplitude of specific component, the fitting method 

provides better ways than the Fourier transform since only the interested wave modes 

are used in the fitting procedure. And we will see that this approximation is fairly 

good in later discussion.

Figure 24 is the phase of each wave modes of the same data set as Figure 23. In 

the northward component, the dominant 12-hour tide shows the least phase variations 

with the greatest variation less than 59°, while the 8-hour and the 16-hour tides show 

much greater variations. The phase change of the 12-hour mode from August 8 to 9 

actually indicates phase increasing from about 82° to 98° instead of decreasing from 

82° to -82°. The second strongest 24-hour tide shows slightly higher phase variation 

than the 12-hour tide. Small phase variation in the succeeding days suggests a good 

approximation in the fitting procedure. Recall that we use a fixed 3-day window to fit 

five different wave modes. Suppose the signal is composed of a combination of five 

frequencies corresponding to the five wave modes; the phase of the fitted wave 

modes will have zero phase variation. So the extrapolation can be drawn that large 

error will occur in our fitting method in case of large variation in the phase or 

amplitude in two continuous days.

Another phenomenon in this phase plot is that the phase of the 48-hour wave 

decreases almost linearly from August 7 to August 11 indicating a decrease in



frequency, which is also suggested in Figure 22(b) where there is a wider peak 

maximized around 64 hours. For contrast, in the eastward component, the 12-hour 

tide shows the smallest phase variation while the other four wave modes demonstrate 

much bigger variations. Careful examination of the 24-hour mode will reveal that 

during the period from August 9 to 15, the phase variation is only about 39°. The 

great phase variation of this mode happens during August 8 to 9 when the amplitude 

reaches its lowest point as shown in Figure 23(b). This gives us a hint that the phase 

variation will be small when the corresponding amplitude is dominant while the 

variation will be big while the amplitude of the wave mode is small.

Big amplitude variation in succeeding days may also introduce error in our 

fitting method. The way to improve this situation is suggested by Zhou ET AL 

[1997]. We can always recover each wave component by blindly fitting 8,12,16,24,48 

hour waves. But the actual wave modes in the signal might not be exactly those five 

modes and thus large error is introduced. So instead of fitting the data with five fixed- 

period wave modes, we can fit it with components that show up as peaks in this 

power spectrum. This will improve the overall accuracy when the error is somewhat 

larger than we expect.
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Day (from 960807 to 960815), Station: ICELAND EAST

Day (from 960807 to 960815). Station: ICELAND EAST 

Figure 24 Phase of different wave modes 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)



Now the question becomes how confident we are about the fitting method. 

Figure 25 is a comparison between the observed vector velocity and the fitted data. 

The blindly fitting method with five fixed modes is still used here. The solid line is 

the temporal variation of (a) northward (b) eastward neutral wind for the period from 

August 7-15. Five different wave modes and the mean velocity are added up to be the 

dotted line. It is obvious that the method works quite well in the sense that the fitted 

data follow the original data most of the time. At some period, the fitted data fail to 

follow the rapidly changing velocity. One reason is that the fitting method assumes 

that the signal is composed of five presumed wave modes. The lowest 8-hour period 

determines the highest frequency under consideration. Frequencies larger than that 

cannot be reconstructed since they are simply ignored. Another reason is that we use 

a three-day window to fit the original signal to get the amplitudes of each wave 

modes for 1 day. This is equivalent to introducing an average effect.

Besides its failure in following some rapidly varied time series, the sum of the 

fitted wave modes matches the original vector velocity satisfactorily. Thus, in our 

following discussion about the tides and planetary waves, we will continue to use the 

"blind" fitting method to get the amplitude of specific wave modes. The phase and 

the power spectrum analysis will be used to check the accuracy of our experiment 

when large error occurs.

The fitting method provides a better way, in some sense, for showing the 

amplitude of specific wave modes than the Fourier filtering technique does. The 

fitting method assumes that the signal is composed of major wave components which 

can be identified by the power spectrum density analysis, while in the Fourier 

analysis the spectrum is composed of multiple frequencies, whether of interest or not. 

This will be greatly detrimental to the observation of the dominant wave modes. For 

this reason, in the following paragraphs, we will make use of the fitting method to 

analyze the seasonal wave variations.
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Hour( From 960807 to 960815)

Com parison between the Observed and Fitted Zonal Date

Hour (From 960807 to 960815)

Figure 25 Comparison between the observed and the fitted data 

(Station: ICELAND EAST, Period: August 7-15,1996)



7 Seasonal observation of tides and planetary waves
Before we start to study the seasonal variation of tides and planetary waves, 

let’s first continue our discussion on the same data used in the previous chapter. 

Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the variations of different wave modes as a function 

of time for four of the Northern Hemisphere SuperDARN radars during the same 

period discussed above. Notice that those radars are among 50° N to 64°, which are 

normally classified as mid-latitude to high-latitude. From the classical tidal theory, 

usually the semidiurnal tides dominate the high latitude region and the diumal tide 

becomes important in the lower latitude region [Deng et al, 1997]. In our observation 

of the period from August 8 to 15, 1996, for the northward component, the 

semidiurnal wave dominates at all stations in most of the days observed. For the 

east-west component, the semidiurnal tides still dominate but diumal tides display 

comparable amplitudes. The exception is at Saskatoon where the 24-hour wave 

dominates and even the 2-day-wave has comparable amplitude to the semidiurnal 

wave. Similar analysis applied to Goose Bay results in variation similar to 

Saskatoon. We come to the conclusion that the semidiurnal tides dominate the 

northward component at this latitude during this period and, for the eastward 

component, the semidiurnal and diumal tide have comparable amplitudes. This 

observation matches the observations by Deng et al about the neutral winds around 

this latitude, which stated that the diumal and semidiurnal components are of relative 

comparable amplitude, with the semidiurnal tide dominating northward of 45° N.
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Figure 26 Variation of different wave modes as a function of time for four of the SuperDARN

stations for the northward component
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Figure 27 Variation of different wave modes as a function of time for four of the SuperDARN

stations for the eastward component

Since data gaps happen frequently, we choose some periods with continuous 

data in Table 4 to be the representatives of each season.

Table 4 Observed periods

Period Number Season Period

PI Spring 960302-960314

P2 Summer 960808-960814

P3 Fall 961118-961129

P4 Winter 960106-960115
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7.1 Spring

Figure 28 shows the average amplitude of each mode for the six radar stations 

during the period from March 2 to 14. For the northward component, the 24-hour tide 

dominates in three mid-latitude stations and the second largest 12-hour wave mode 

has amplitude of about 80-90% of the dominant 24-hour tide. At higher latitude 

stations, those two dominant tides show comparable amplitude. The 8-hour mode 

shows greater amplitude than the 16-hour, and the 48-hour modes. An obvious 

phenomenon in this component is that the 8,12,16 and the 24-hour tides share very 

similar trends. For the eastward component, the 12-hour and the 24-hour tides show 

comparable amplitudes and the 2-day wave is clearly observed. The 12,16 and the 24- 

hour tides share similar trends with their corresponding northward components with 

an exception in Stokkseyri. All of the modes in the northward component show 

comparatively large amplitudes while its zonal components show lower amplitudes 

than other stations.

7.2 Summer

Figure 29 shows the average amplitude of each mode in the summer, during 

August 8 to August 14,1996. The 12-hour mode dominates the meridian component 

with amplitude much greater than that in the spring season, while other wave modes 

display much lower amplitudes. The 24-hour tide shows amplitude competitive with 

the 12-hour tide in the zonal component. As in the spring season, the amplitude of the 

Stokkeyri observation is comparative large in its meridian component while it is small 

in the zonal component. With the exception of this station, the 12-hour modes show 

similar trends in both directions. The 8,16 and 48- hour wave modes are not clearly 

observed.



7.3 Fall

Figure 30 represents the same as the above except for the fall season during the 

period from November 19 to 28, 1996. Again the 12-hour dominant mode is 

observed with amplitudes similar to the 12-hour mode in the summer while the 24- 

hour wave mode shows increased amplitude in the meridian component and 

decreased amplitude in the zonal component compared to their counterparts in the 

summer. The 12-hour and the 24-hour modes share similar trends in the northward 

component while they show different properties in the eastward component. The 2- 

day wave becomes more important in this direction and shows even greater amplitude 

than the 24-hour mode.

7.4 Winter

Figure 31 displays the data of the winter season from January 7 to 14, 1996. 

Four of the stations show 12-hour dominant tide while Goose Bay and Iceland East 

show 24-hour dominant tide in the meridian component. At Saskatoon and Stokkeri, 

the 12-hour modes are much stronger than the 24-hour mode. In the zonal component, 

the 12-hour or the 24-hour tide dominates depending on stations. Unlike in other 

seasons, six stations show quite different trends in the dominant 12-hour and the 24- 

hour mode. Balancing behavior can be observed in the 12-hour mode with the 

comparison between the meridian and the zonal components of the stations in Goose 

Bay, Kapuskasing, Saskatoon and Stokkseryri. The opposite trend at Saskatoon, 

Stokkseyri, Iceland East and Finland also suggests that the two modes try to balance 

each other. Another reason for this might be power leakage from one mode to the 

other as suggested in some papers.
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Figure 28 Averaged amplitude of each wave mode in Spring,1996
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Figure 29 Averaged amplitude of each wave mode in Summer, 1996
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Figure 30 Averaged amplitude of each wave mode in Fall,1996
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Up to now, we studied the wave modes in some periods of each season for the 

six radar stations. We now give some examples for some specific radars to study the 

variation of wave modes throughout the year in 1996. Figure 32 presents the full year 

of observations from the Iceland East radar. A 30-day window is used to smooth the 

amplitude of each mode. Missing data are not counted and vicinity data are used to 

calculate the average amplitude. A long window like 20-30 days is preferred since it 

can eliminate the effect of missing data in between. Apparently, the semidiurnal tide 

dominates in the fall and late summer and reaches its highest point around November. 

Two other peaks happen in April and August. The different amplitudes of the 

semidiurnal tide in January and in December 1996 suggest that the semidiurnal tidal 

is more variable for different years than the other two wave modes. The diumal tides 

and the 2-day planetary wave show comparable amplitude during the spring and early 

summer. Note that the zonal and meridian components of the 12-hour tide follow 

nearly the same trend while the same phenomenon is not observed in the other two 

wave modes.

Figure 33 is the same as the previous figure applied to Saskatoon station. Again, 

the semidiurnal tide in both zonal and meridian components shows similar trends, 

although for the meridian component the two greatest peaks happen in the two 

solstices, while for the zonal component they happen in the two equinoxes. Similar 

phenomenon is also observed in Iceland East, although it is less apparent. This can be 

explained by stating that the solar radiation is the main source triggering the tides. 

The diumal tide is clearly observed and dominates other tides in the zonal component 

during the period from May to August. Fairly strong 2-day planetary wave is 

observed in July in both directions. The amplitudes of all three modes in January and 

December show more consistency than in Figure 32. In order to save space, similar 

figures for other radar stations are not plotted here. Generally, the semidiurnal tide 

dominates during most of the time and shows annual dependence. This agrees with 

the observations of other authors. Large differences exist among different stations that 

indicate longitude dependent characteristics.
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Figure 32 Wave modes observation at Iceland East for the year 1996
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Mean Velocity Amplitude of North-South Component

Day (from 960102 to 961231) Station: SASKATOON

Mean Velocity Amplitude of E a st-W est Com ponent

Day (from 960102 to 961231) Station: SASKATOON 

Figure 33 Wave modes observation at Saskatoon for the year 1996
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Figure 34 shows the variation of the mean wind for the meridian component. 

Mean velocity is obtained by the fitting method for each day and then a 30-day 

window is used to average the mean wind. In the summer, the mean wind seems more 

likely to blow northward while in the winter it blows southward more often. The 

amplitude of the mean wind is generally smaller than the amplitude of the dominant 

wave mode and shows great variation from station to station.

Figure 35 is the same as Figure 34 except that it is for the zonal component. It is 

apparent from this figure that the mean wind blows westward for most of the year. 

The only exception is in the spring when it blows eastward. All six figures follow 

roughly the same trends, thus suggesting that the zonal mean wind is much less 

longitude dependent than the meridian counterpart.
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Figure 34 Seasonal variation of the northward mean wind for the year 1996
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Figure 35 Seasonal variation of the northward mean wind for the year 1996
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8 Discussion

8.1 Altitude consideration

The relationship between the radar frequency and the slant range is fully 

described by Dieter Andre and George J.Sofko. [1998]. As the frequency increases, 

the radar rays penetrate the ionosphere to greater heights with greater electron 

densities; therefore, the slant range increases with the frequency. Meteor scatter is at 

the altitude around 95km, where there are much fewer ions than in the upper 

ionosphere, so the slant range is not affected by the frequency changes of the radar. 

But why do we observe the apparent meteor scatter even in range bin 25, which 

corresponds to about 1260-1305km? The answer to this question is that the 

backscatter from the high range bins is received by the side lobe of the radar beam 

instead of the main lobe. A radar beam in the vertical direction has a fan like shape. 

With elevation angle of about 26° and vertical beam width of the main lobe of about 

30°, the smallest elevation angle at which radar can receive backscatter is about 11°. 

At this angle, we can figure out the farthest slant range that the main lobe can reach is 

about 500km which is about range bin 7. Assuming that there is a side lobe around 

from 4° to 5°, then the farthest range bin where we can receive meteor scatter will 

extend to about 1090-1360km, which falls in the 25th range bin. Due to this reason 

and unavailability of the information about the electron density, the exact height of 

the meteor scatter region cannot be exactly calculated. Height distribution shows that 

meteor scatter happens between 80-100km and peaks at about 95km(Manuel et al.). 

So, a good assumption is that the meteor scatter we observed is at around 95 km. This 

does not affect our data analysis of wind around this region since the analysis is base 

on data that is averaged over all the possible meteor data.

According to our understanding of the characteristics about the meteor scatter 

and due to the effective algorithm separating the meteor scatter from the upper 

ionospheric region, it is in some sense accurate to include all the meteor data below



25 range bins to calculate the 1-hour average data. Consequently the analysis is 

reasonable.

An example to prove this is shown in Figure 16. Meteor data under range bin 25 

are averaged and are shown as the diamonds for the 16 radar beams. Strong 

consistency is shown especially during 0-16UT. This means that our use of the lower 

25 range bins is reasonable and does provide us a convincing estimate of vector 

velocities of the meteor winds.

Due to the fact that exact altitude is not available, we did not analyze the 

relationship between the altitude and the wave modes, but emphasized the analysis of 

the wave modes over time series.

8.2 The selection of the velocity threshold

In our extracting of meteor scatter, we first cut the meteor region out with a 

range bin threshold. Then a histogram is plotted and based on the histogram we figure 

out that most of the data falls within 80m/s. This is set as a velocity threshold to 

purify data in this region. Since there might be some meteor scatter with a large 

velocity, although small in number, they will contribute a significant amount to our 

calculations. This probably causes underestimation in all our outcomes, but generally 

our observations are consistent with observations by other researchers.

8.3 Distribution of meteor echoes and its effect on data analysis

Figure 36 illustrates the meteor echo distribution of Goose Bay for the period 

from January 6 to January 15, 1996. The number of meteor echoes is summed over 1 

hour and averaged over 16 radar beams. Then it is averaged over the entire period of 

observation. Most of meteor echoes occur during the night between 17:00-24:00 and 

0:00-6:00 local time. During the daytime, between 6:00-17:00, the number of echoes 

observed is less than 1/3 of the maximum number of meteors observed. The 

maximum number of observed echoes is about 165 per hour per beam while the 

minimum is about 20. Although the number of echoes varies greatly during each day,
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velocity information can well be extracted even for the hours in which the minimum 

number of meteor echoes is observed. This is due to the fact that with our improved 

scheme to separate the meteor scatter region from the upper ionosphere region most 

of possible meteor echoes are kept for estimating the mean velocity.
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Meteor Distribution of GOOSE BAY ( 960106 to 950115)

Loco I Time (hours)

Figure 36 Meteor distribution of Goose Bay station for the period from January 6 to January 15,

1996.

The diumal variation of meteor echoes follows a similar shape as in Figure 35. 

Most of the meteor echoes are observed during night and morning hours. The time at 

which meteor echoes drop below a comparatively low number and rise above it varies 

with the day and season. Figure 37 is the meteor distribution of Goose Bay station for 

the period from January 1 to December 31, 1996. The number of meteor echoes is 

summed over 1 hour and averaged over 16 radar beams. Then it is averaged over each 

month. The thick line in part (a) is the average of the maximum number of each day; 

the dotted line is the average of the minimum number, and the dashed line is the 

average number of each month. The maximum number happens in July, which is



about 120 meteor echoes each hour for each beam, and three other peaks are in 

March, September and November respectively. The minimum number of meteor 

echoes shows less variation than the maximum number. In part (b), we set a threshold 

that is about 1/3 of the maximum 1-hour-averaging number. Low meteor echoes 

usually happen in the middle of a day. The dashed line shows the start of the low 

meteor echo period, which falls below the threshold, while the thick line shows the 

end of the low meteor echo period. The dotted line is the difference between the two. 

The start of the low meteor hour varies from 8 to 13 LT, which is greater than the 

variation for the end of the low meteor hour, which varies from 17 to 21 LT. The 

period during which the number of meteor echoes falls below 1/3 of the maximum 

observation is longer in the summer from April to August. This shows that meteor 

echoes vary more during the day in the summer than in the winter. But notice in part 

(a) that, on average, a large number of meteor echoes are observed in the summer, so 

the variation mentioned above does not affect the accuracy of our estimation of the 

vector velocity. In cases of extremely low meteor echoes being observed during some 

hour or some particular period, less accuracy would be achieved in the estimation. 

This can be improved by increasing the transmitting power to improve the signal to 

noise ratio.
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Meteor Distribution of Station GOOSE BAY

Month

Meteor Distribution of Station GOOSE BAY

Month

Figure 37 Meteor distribution of Goose Bay station for the year 1996
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8.4 Nonlinear interaction of tides and planetary waves

Nonlinear interaction of different wave modes has been frequently observed and 

reported. Short-period fluctuation of tides is postulated to be due to local 

perturbations; while long-period variations are due to different tidal excitation sources 

or tidal propagation from the middle atmosphere. Some authors stated that the peak at 

6 or 8-hour or even the 16-hour tide is possibly due to interaction between diumal and 

semidiurnal tides or between those two tides and a 2-day planetary wave. Generally, 

when waves have close periods, nonlinear effects are rather weak compared to those 

caused by larger period difference. And it is stated that nonlinearity depends 

essentially upon the amplitude of the induced fluid velocity in the direction of the 

wave propagation compared to the wave propagation velocity (Hector, 1991).

Nonlinear interaction can be observed both from the filtered time series of 

semidiurnal or diumal tides and from the spectrum of vector velocity. Here, we give 

examples of interaction between a semidiurnal tide and a long-period planetary wave 

and between a diumal tide and a planetary wave.
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Spectrum  of Meteor Wind V e lo c ity (N orth -S o u th )

Period in Hour

Figure 38 Spectrum of meridian meteor wind velocity for Finland station from February 24 to
March 18,1996.

Figure 38 is the Spectrum of meridian meteor wind velocity for Kapuskasing 

station from June 17 to July 14, 1996. The five diamonds shown from left to right 

correspond to 8, 12, 16, 24, 48-hour wave modes respectively. When nonlinear 

interaction between tide and long-period planetary wave takes place, there will be two 

peaks on each side of the tide under observation. These are the correspondent periods 

for the sum and difference of two interactive frequencies. Taking a closer look at 

periods between 6 hours to 30 hours in Figure 39, the 12-hour tide is at about 12.047 

hours while the two peaks to the left and right of the 12-hour tide are at 11.636 hours 

and 12.488 hours. Those two frequencies are exactly the sum and difference between 

the 12-hour tide and the 341-hour, or in other words, the 14.3-day planetary wave, 

which shows up in Figure 38 as the last peak to the right at 341 hours. This 14.3-day 

planetary wave also modulates the diurnal tide, which is at 23.81 hours. To the right 

o f the diumal tide, there is a peak at 25.6 hours that reflects exactly the frequency 

difference o f the diumal tide and the 14.3-day wave. The amplitude at 25.6 hours is 

about 46% of the amplitude at 23.81 while the amplitude of the peak to the left is only
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about 28% of the diumal tide. This peak occurs at about 21.79 hours and possibly 

more than 2 wave modes are involved in the interaction since it does not reflect the 

sum of the frequency at 23.81 and 341 hour. But this peak is much weaker than the 

peak at 25.6 hours, so, even including this peak in our band filtered signal, the major 

modulating force comes from the 25.6 hours tide.

Spectrum  of Meteor Wind V e lo c ity (N o rth -S o u th )

Period in Hour 

Figure 39 Same as Figure 38 except for shorter periods



Filtered wind ve lo c ity (N o rth -S o u th )
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Figure 40 Band-pass filtered signal for the same data as in Figure 38

Figure 40 is the band-filtered signal for the same data presented in Figure 38. 

The low cut-off frequency is chosen at the period of 25.81 hours and the high cut-off 

frequency is chosen to be at the same frequency distance from the center 23.81 hours, 

which is at about 22.1 hours. Thus, the filtered signal includes only the major 23.8- 

hour peak and another small peak at 25.6, which is the frequency difference between 

the 24-hour and the 341-houre mode. Through the envelope, it can be clearly seen 

that the diumal tide is modulated by the 14-day planetary wave.

Table 5 is a list of periods, amplitudes and possible relationships for the peaks 

in Figure 38. Diumal tide, semidiurnal tide and the 2-day planetary wave can be 

found by locating local peaks. Diumal tide and semidiurnal tide are at 23.814 and 

12.047 hours while the 2-day planetary wave shifts to 42.667 hours, although there 

does exist a peak at 48.762 hours. But we take the 42.667-hour mode as the major 

component since its amplitude exceeds the amplitude of the 48.762-hour mode. In 

fact, the 48.762 hours mode can be treated as the difference frequency of the 42-hour
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and the 341-hour mode. This explains the existence of the peak at 35.31 hours, which 

is the sum frequency of the 42-hour and the 204-hour mode. In this calculation, a 

146-hour planetary wave appears to be a major modulating force, although no peak is 

shown at the period. From this table, we can clearly see that those small peaks near 

the diumal, semidiurnal and 2-day wave mode are normally the frequency sum or 

difference of the wave mode and longer period planetary wave. Manson et al 

suggested that the 9.7-hour and 16-hour period waves frequently observed above 

Saskatoon are generated by nonlinear interactions between the semidiurnal tide and 

the 2-day wave [1982]. This table shows that the 9.3945-hour mode is the sum of the 

diumal and the 2-day planetary wave, which matches Manson's suggestion, but the 

16-hour tide does not show an exact correlation between those two modes.



Table 5 Relationship between tides and planetary waves

Mode Amplitude Comments
341.333 0.552889 14.2 day planetary wave

204.8 0.833336 8.5 day planetary wave
128 0.472174

85.3333 0.503587 3.55 day planetary wave
64 0.464169

56.8889 0.447404
48.7619 0.817652 difference of the 42 and 341 mode
42.6667 1.02661 major part of the 2-day wave
35.3103 0.744313 sum of the 42 and 204 hour mode

32 0.462409
30.1176 0.352487
28.4444 0.61191 difference of the 24 and 146 hour mode

25.6 0.553465 difference of the 24 and 341 hour mode
23.814 1.20321 diurnal tide

21.7872 0.341136
20.48 0.659786 sum of the 24 and 146 hour mode

18.963 0.42102
17.9649 0.34567
17.0667 0.477134

16.254 0.419712
15.5152 0.375203
14.4225 0.469234
14.0274 0.312933 difference of the 12 and 85 hour mode
13.1282 0.839844 difference of the 12 and 146 hour mode
12.4878 0.893754 difference of the 12 and 341 hour mode
12.0471 2.07714 semidiurnal tide
11.6364 0.554184 sum of the 12 and 341 hour mode
11.3778 0.538168 sum of the 12 and 204 hour mode
11.1304 0.660899 sum of the 12 and 146 hour mode
10.6667 0.33463
10.3434 0.4584
10.0392 0.607737
9.75238 0.547766

9.3945 0.580143 sum of the 12.0471 and the 42.6667 mode
9.22523 0.506078
8.46281 0.705487
8.12698 0.754543
7.75758 0.572084
7.31429 0.344211
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9 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, the method to extract meteor scatter from SuperDARN data is 

thoroughly explained and data from January 1,1996 to December 31,1996 is used to 

analyze the horizontal neutral wind at the altitude of about 95km. Tides and planetary 

waves are observed and seasonal variations of different modes as well as their 

characteristics are discussed. The main observations are listed as follows.

• The statistical properties of the various types of radar scatter along with their 

respective ranges make it possible to extract the meteor scatter component with a 

high degree of confidence.

• Both the Fourier analysis and the power spectrum density analysis are useful in 

the study of the periodicity of the meteor data. The later is more robust than the 

former in case unevenly spaced data are used or data gaps exist. They derive out 

exactly the same result when no data is missing or unevenly spaced.

• Meteor scatter is denser in the night and in the morning hours than in the daytime 

hours. The SVD fit in the process of decomposing the line-of-sight velocity to the 

vector velocity shows that the method we use is more reliable during the time 

when the meteor scatter is dense. Still the estimation is satisfactory even in 

periods when less meteor scatter is available.

• The phase and amplitude of the vector velocity can be used to estimate the 

accuracy of our data analysis. Generally, data with large phase variations or with 

large amplitude variations are less reliable than data with small phase variations 

and small amplitude variations.

• The decomposition method agrees with the Fourier analysis and the power 

spectrum density analysis and provides us a better way to see the variations of the 

specific wave mode. Large error occurs when the original data varies quickly. The 

reason for this is that five fixed wave modes are presumed to be the only 

components of the data. The shortest 8-hour period wave mode determines the 

highest frequency under consideration; thus error is introduced when higher
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frequency is contained in the original data. Another reason is that we fix the size 

of window to be 3 days. To get the amplitude of the specific wave mode for a day, 

both the day before it and the day after it are used to fit the data. Thus, actually, 

an average effect is introduced. Another source for the error is the blinding fit 

with those five-fixed wave modes. True dominant wave modes can be seen with 

the power spectrum density analysis and can be used to increase the accuracy of 

our fitting method. We continue to use the blind fitting method in our later 

seasonal analysis because this method provides us adequate accuracy when only 

variation during comparatively long periods is observed.

• For the meridian component, the 12-hour tide dominates throughout the year in all 

three mid-latitude radar observations except in the spring, when the 24-hour tide 

is of comparable amplitude. In the higher latitude radar observations, the 24-hour 

tide shows similar amplitude during more periods than the mid-latitude 

observations. The 12 and 24-hour tides share very similar trends in spring and 

fall, while in summer and winter the same phenomenon does not show up. The 

12-hour dominant tide is much stronger than any other component during the 

summer for most of the stations, while in spring the 24-hour tide amplitude 

exceeds that of the 12-hour tide. The dominant 2-day planetary wave is clearly 

seen during late July over Saskatoon.

• For the zonal component, the dominant 12-hour and the 24-hour tides show 

comparable amplitudes and similar variations in the spring. Unlike the median 

component, the 12-hour tide in summer is comparable with the 24-hour tide and 

shows different variations in different radar stations. In the fall, the zonal 

component for different wave modes shows similar variations as the meridian 

component does. The 24-hour tide shows similar amplitude as the 12-hour tide in 

the winter. Opposite variations are observed, thus suggesting the balance between 

the 12-hour and 24-hour wave modes. The 2-day wave shows competitive 

amplitude as the 24-hour tide in the spring and fall and is the third strongest mode
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throughout the year most of the time. As in its meridian component, the 2-day 

wave is clearly observed during late July over Saskatoon.

• The balancing effect is observed between the 12-hour and 24-hour mode and 

between the meridian and zonal component. The reason for the former balancing 

effect might be the power leakage between those two wave modes because of the 

lack of observations during daytime that will lead power to leak from the 12-hour 

mode to the 24-hour mode. The reason for the second balancing effect can be 

explained by the direction of neutral winds, which point mostly northward or 

mostly eastward.

• Nonlinear interaction of different wave modes is briefly described. It is observed 

in our data set and an example is given to show the interaction between the 

semidiurnal tide and the long-period planetary wave and between the diurnal tide 

and the planetary wave. Some suggestions by other researchers about the 

excitation mechanisms are stated. Generally, the nonlinear interaction is quite 

strong when waves have very different wave periods.

• Compared with other researches in the meteor wind field, it is the first time to 

make use of all the possible meteor data instead of the data from only the first 3 to 

5 range bins. Former researches usually concentrated on data during a short 

period or on data from the specific radar station. Our research expanded the view 

and it is the first time to observe the meteor wind at this altitude from several 

radar stations in the northern hemisphere during a whole year.
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Appendix A: Summary of procedures

1. ID L  widgets

DDL provides a useful tool to construct and manipulate GUI (graphical user 

interface). This style of programming allows easier access to a group of programs. 

Graphical objects, called DDL widgets, like buttons, sliders, list, text are extensively 

used to build the user-friendly interface. Programs that use widgets are event driven. 

In such programs, once the interface is created, the system waits for an event, which 

is generated in response to user manipulation.

In our projects, programs are organized into a widget menu called "wmenu". It 

is a menu system including all major programs. Four items in the pull-down menu are 

"File", "Utility", "Miscellany" and "Help", respectively. The "File" submenu is the 

door to exit the system and is the place to kill all widget objects. The "Utility" is the 

core of the menu and includes all programs for signal processing. Source files can be 

seen in the "View Source" submenu of all the utility programs or in "Miscellany". 

They can even be modified with the "Edit source file". But in order to make the 

changes work in the new compiled version, restarting "wmenu" is needed. Data files 

can also be viewed or edited in the "Miscellany" submenu. It provides a good way to 

see changes after running the "create 1 hour average data" and "Create 1 day average 

data" without leaving the menu.

2. Main Procedures

The major signal processing procedures are fully described in the paper, here 

only the summary is given.

The first step is to extract meteor scatter data from the data sets. "Plot 1 day 

data" in the "Utility" submenu provides the way to see Doppler velocity, power and 

spectrum width of both fit and met files. The threshold line that lies between meteor 

scatter and ionosphere scatter can be plotted if required. Histograms of all three

83
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properties for the fit file are available in order to estimate the possible threshold of 

those properties.

The "Create 1 hour average data" submenu is used to create data files like 

"vec_hour_stationID". SVD is used to estimate the vector velocity from line-of-sight 

velocity from 16 radar beams.

The file structure of those files is as follow 

{string day;

float vn[24]; //vector velocity of meridian component

float ve[24]; //vector velocity of zonal component

}
The correctness of this fitting method can be tested with the "SVD fitting for a 

day", and the vector velocity calculated in the above procedure can be plotted with 

the "Resolve vector velocities".

The "Create 1 day average data" submenu is used to create data files for 

different wave modes . Data file names are like "vec_day_stationID", for example. A 

three day window is used in the SVD, fitting to five fixed wave modes (they are 8 

hour, 12 hour, 16 hour, 24 hour and 48 hour wave respectively).
N

u = m + (A, sin 2 ^ 4  + Bi cos l u f f )
1 = 1

The file structure of those files is as follow

{
//ml and m2 are DC component of meridian and zonal velocity 

string day, float m l, m2;

float amp_ns_A[5]; //amplitude of sine component of meridian velocity 

float amp_ns_B[5]; //amplitude of cosine component of meridian velocity 

float amp_ew_A[5]; //amplitude of sine component of zonal velocity 

float amp_ew_B[5]; //amplitude of cosine component of zonal velocity

}
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The data fitted by the above method is used to reconstruct the vector velocity 

and is compared with the original vector velocity in the "Decompose matching test".

Once we have data files for 1-hour-averaged vector velocity and data files for 

the amplitudes of each wave mode, we can apply several analysis methods to explore 

the data.

First we can apply the Fourier analysis to the 1-hour vector velocity and use a 

digital filter to get the amplitude of the desired wave mode. Both the time and 

frequency domain of the filtered signal can be plotted with the "Fourier transform" 

submenu.

The second method is fulfilled by the "Autocorrelation and power spectrum" 

submenu.

The SVD fitting method is extensively used in our data analysis. The amplitude 

of each wave mode can be observed with the "Compare different wave mode" 

submenu or the "Compare wave mode of different stations" submenu. Phases of each 

mode can be compared with the "Compare phase" submenu.

For the average amplitude of the mean vector velocity, an arbitrary window size 

can be chosen to smooth the data in the "Mean velocity" submenu. "Smoothed 

velocity of each mode" can be used to see the average amplitude of each wave mode. 

Data for the above submenus are from the fitted 1-day-average data file. Since there 

are data gaps existing in the database, a big window size is preferred to eliminate the 

effect of missing data in between.

"Average wave mode amplitude" submenu can be used to plot the average 

amplitude of each mode for 6 radar stations.

"Average meteor number" submenu is used to calculate the average number of 

meteors in each hour for a certain period.
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Appendix B: List of Programs
1. Extract meteor scatter data

1.1 Plot the original radar scatter(include power, Doppler velocity and spectrum

width)

Program Summr_fit.pro

Function Plot the power, velocity, width of original radar scatter

Usage pro summr J it,d a te  Jn,st_id_in,start=tmst,stop=tmnd,gif=gif,beam=beam,frpd=frpd

Note

Example summr_fit,981213,9 

station ID 9 is for Iceland East

1.2 Plot the velocity of the meteor scatter of a day (fit file)

Program fitall.pro and plotvel.pro

Function Plot the Doppler velocity of both original data set and meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,stid,plot='plotver,beam=tbeam,pthresh=tplotthresh

Note Prethresh = 0: not plot threshold line 

= 1: plot threshold line

Example fita ll/951226’, 1 ,plot=plotver,beam=3

1.3 Plot the power of the meteor scatter of a day (fit file)

Program fitall.pro and plotpwr.pro

Function Plot the power of both original data set and meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,tstlist,plot=,plotpwr',beam=tbeam,pthresh=tplotthresh

Note

Example fitall/951226', 1 ,plot='plotp wr',beam=3

1.4 Plot the spectrum width of the meteor scatter of a day (fit file)

Program Summr_fit.pro

Function Plot the spectrum width of both original data set and meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,tstlist,plot='plotwid',beam=tbeam,pthresh=tplotthresh

Note

Example fitall,’951226’, 1 ,plot='plotwid',beam=3
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1.5 Plot the histogram of velocity of a day for a specific station (fit file)

Program fitall.pro and plotvelhis.pro

Function Plot the histogram of Doppler velocity for meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,stid,plot='plotvelhis',beam=tbeam

Note The meteor scatter velocity is also plotted

Example fitall,'951226',l,plot='plotvelhis',beam=3

1.6 Plot the histogram of power of a day for a specific station (fit file)

Program fitall.pro and plotpwrhis.pro

Function Plot the histogram of power of meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,stid,plot='plotpwrhis\beam=tbeam

Note

Example fitall,'951226', 1 ,plot='plotpwrhis',beam=3

1.7 Plot the histogram of spectrum width of a day for a specific station (fit file)

Program fitall.pro and plotfrehis.pro

Function Plot the histogram of spectrum width of meteor scatter data

Usage fitall,day,stid,plot='plotfrehis',beam=tbeam

Note

Example fitall,'951226', 1 ,plot='plotfrehis',beam=3

1.8 Plot the velocity of the meteor scatter of a day (met file)

Program meteor 1.pro and plotmetvel.pro

Function Plot the Doppler velocity of meteor scatter data

Usage meteorl,day_st_id,tbeam,plot='plotmetver

Note

Example meteor l,'960106g',3,plot='plotmetvel'



1.9 Plot the power of the meteor scatter of a day (met file)

Program meteor 1 .pro and plotmetpwr.pro

Function Plot the power of meteor scatter data

Usage meteor 1 ,day_st_id,tbeam,plot- plotmetpwr'

Note

Example meteor 1 ,’960106g', 3, p lo t- plotmetpwr’

1 .10 Plot the spectrum width of the meteor scatter of a day (met file)

Program Meteor 1 .pro and plotmetwid.pro

Function Plot the Doppler velocity of meteor scatter data

Usage meteor l,day_st_id,tbeam,plot-plotmetvel'

Note

Example meteor 1 ,'960106g',3 ,plot-plotm etwid'

2. Create met file

2.1 Create single met file

Program Meteor.c

Function Create met file from fit file

Usage Meteor fitfile

Note Extract meteor scatter data from fit file and write to met file

Example Meteor ’98121300eC'

2.2 Batch file to create file

Program runm eteo rl

Function Batch file used to create met file from fit file

Usage run_meteorl /dev/exabyte

Note Extract meteor scatter data from fit file and write to met file

Example



3. Resolve line-of-sight velocities into vector velocities

3.1 Change line-of-sight velocities into vector velocities (fit file)

Program Fitvel.pro and plotvell.pro

Function Plot the vector velocity and calculate the mean velocity

Usage fitvel,date_in,st_id_in,plot='plotveir,start=tmst,stop=tmnd,gif=gif,frpd=frpd

Note Should be used with fitvel.pro

Example fitvel,981213,9,plot='plotvel 1 ’

3.2 Change line-of-sight velocities into vector velocities (met file)

Program metvel.pro and metvecvel.pro

Function Plot the vector velocity

Usage metvel,daystring,plot='metvecver

Note Should be used with fitvel.pro

Example m etvel/981213e',plot=,metvecvel'

4. Create 1-hour averaged vector velocity data file

Program crt__hr_vec.pro

Function create data file of 1 hour averaged vector velocity

Usage crt_hr__vec,sday,eday,st_Jd_num

Note It create data file like vec_hour_e.dat

Example crt__hr_vec,'9602017960301 ',3

5. Plot vector velocity of concatenated data

Program Plotvecvell.pro

Function create file of 1 hour averaged vector velocity

Usage Plotvecvel 1 ,sday,eday,stidnum

Note Use data file created by crt_hr_vec.pro

Example plotvecvel 1,''9602017'960301',3
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6. Create data file for different wave mode

Program crt_day_vec.pro

Function create data file for different wave mode

Usage crt_day_vec,sday,eday,st_id_num

Note Use SVD fit to find the 1-day average velocity for each wave mode, 3-day window is 

used. Data files are like vec_day__e.dat

Example crt_day_vec,’960201 ’,'960301 ’,3

7. Test the fitness of data from 16 beams to the fitted vector velocity

Program fit_l_day.pro

Function Test the fitness of data from 16 beam to the fitted vector velocity

Usage fit__l_day,sday,st_id

Note Use SVD fit to find vector velocity

Example Fit_l_day,’960201’,3

8. Test the fitness of decomposed data with the original vector velocity data

Program fit__testl.pro

Function test the fitness of decomposed data with the original vector velocity data

Usage Fit_testl ,sday,eday,st_id_num

Note Use SVD fit to find amplitude of different wave modes

Example F it.te s tl ,’960809’,’960815’,3

9. wave mode analysis

9.1 Compare amplitude of different wave modes using fit method

Program Velamp3.pro

Function plot amplitude of wave modes from vec_st_ file

Usage velamp3,sday,eday,stidnum,wavemodenumber

Note Wavemodenumber is the number of wave modes being observed

Example velamP3,’960807’,’960815',3,1

Station: 3, Number of wave modes under observing: 1
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9.2 Compare wave mode amplitude of different station

Program Velamp4.pro

Function plot wave amplitude of different station from vec_st_ file

Usage Velamp4,sday,eday,stidnum,wavenumber

Note Use SVD fit to find velocity for each mode

Example Velamp4,’9608097960815', 1,2

9.3 Compare phase of each mode

Program velphasel.pro

Function plot phase of wave modes from vec_st_ file

Usage velphase 1 ,sday ,eday ,st_id, wavemodenumber

Note

Example Velphase 1 ,’960809’,’960815’, 1,[ 1,3]

Station: 1 Wavenumber: 1(12 hour tide) and 3 (24 hour tide)

10. Fourier transform

10.1 Frequency response

Program filter 1.pro

Function Use digital filter to band pass selected frequency

Usage filterl,sday,eday,st_id, period, deviation

Note Period is the wave period we observe, deviation denotes the bandwidth in hour

Example filter 1 ,'960809','960815',9,12,3

Station:9, period: 12 hour, deviation: 3 hour which means from 9 to 15 hours



10.2 Filtered time series

Program Filter2.pro

Function Use digital filter to band pass selected frequency

Usage Filter2,sday,eday,st_id, period, deviation

Note Period is the wave period we observe, deviation denotes the bandwidth in hour

Example Filter2,'9608097960815',9,12,3

Station:9, period: 12 hour, deviation: 3 hour which means from 9 to 15 hours

11. Autocorrelation and power spectrum

Program pwrspec.pro

Function Use FFT to find the power spectrum of the velocity

Usage pwrspec,sday,eday,st_id,direction=direction

Note Direction l:North-south 0:East-west

Example Pwrspec,'960809','960815',3,direction=0

12. Mean velocity

Program mean_vel.pro

Function plot the mean velocity for a whole year

Usage mean_vel,sday,eday,stidnum,sp=speriod

Note Speriod is the window size (Unit: day)

Example mean_vel,'960209','960815',3,sp=10

13. Smoothed velocity of each wave mode

Program av_df_mdl.pro

Function plot the mean velocity of different modes for a whole year

Usage av_df_mdl,sday,eday,st_id_num,wavemodearray,sp=speriod

Note Speriod is the window size to smooth the data

Example av_df_m dl,'960102*,'961231',3,[1,3],sp=10



14. Averaged velocity of each wave mode

Program velamp_av.pro

Function calculate the average amplitude of each wave mode

Usage velamp_av,sday,eday

Note Data is averaged over the entire period

Example velamp_av,'960102','961231'

15. Average meteor number

Program cntmeteor.pro

Function count the number of meteors in 1 hour period

Usage cntmeteor,sday,eday,st_id

Note

Example cntmeteor,'960807','960815',3

16. Widget menu

Program wmenu.pro

Function Entrance to all the programs

Usage wmenu

Note

Example wmenu


